OFFICIAL PRESS KIT
FFO: Lamb of God, Every Time I Die, Pantera
With their newest and third independent release, Central Michigan groove thrashers, Nagazi, charge
through heavy metal’s gates with a crushing new EP >tled, “March of the Serpents”. This latest eﬀort
marks the welcoming of new bassist, Nakkim Gall, along with a matura>on in songwri>ng that will surely
broaden their audience both in streams and >cket sales. Make no mistake, Nagazi is a well oiled metal
machine ready for the next phase in their career.
Recorded at Tennessee’s Timeline Studios with ScoK Bush, “March of the Serpents” sees a dis>nct
evolu>on in Nagazi’s signature sound with a clearly developed produc>on quality and song structure
approach. Their passion for the metal game bleeds through with every note and growl. Heed the call,
Nagazi commands your aKen>on. Prepare for a healthy handful of select dates in promo>on of this
landmark EP.
Today’s music industry climate is tougher than ever to navigate, Nagazi are no strangers to the grind. From
na>onal tours, an impeccable merch game, and social media sensibility with a sincere fan connec>on,
Nagazi are DIY masters through and through, achieving success on their own terms. “Social media makes it
easier than ever to get your music to new audiences. But nothing truly connects you with a band like
seeing them live. We want to know our fans. We want to meet them. Shake their hand. And genuinely
thank them for their support. Without them, we are nothing.” - Joe Hafer.
Formed in 2014, these roads dogs have shared the stage with the likes of Devildriver, HedPE, Nonpoint,
Deicide, Flotsam & Jetsam, Hammerfall, Whitechapel, Lorna Shore, Raven Black, and 36 Crazy Fists among
others. And with a uniquely brutal yet cap>va>ng sound, Nagazi immediately resonates with the heavy
metal masses and eli>sts alike. “The fact that we can connect with so many people, just by doing what we
love, is truly incredible. THIS is why I do this.” - Jeﬀ Hafer
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NAGAZI IS (L-R):
Nakkim Gall - Bass | Jeff Hafer - Drums
Joe Hafer - Vocals | Matt Ruffino - Guitar

L AT E 2 0 2 1 - NEW EP
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C O N T A C T

For press/booking inquiries, please contact:
nagazi5@yahoo.com

